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Summary 
 

This thesis looks at Augmented Reality (AR) and Expert Systems (ES) and how 

concepts from these techniques can be used to make instructions simpler for workers 

in the manufacturing industry. The experiment performed is based on a case study of 

“Block 9-11” at Volvo GTO in Skövde. A comparative study between the developed AR-

system and the currently used instruction format has been made. For practical reasons 

the tasks and instructions were modified from the original. The results showed a 

similar time usage for the two systems but with a large amount of steps missed in the 

control group as well as a lower subjective usability-score from the testers, showing an 

advantage for the AR-system. In future work the plan is to further develop the 

adaptability-aspect, an aspect that didn’t give clear results in this study. 

Keywords: adaptive augmented reality, assembly, training 
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1 Introduction 

Augmented Reality potentially gives a user access to information that their ordinary senses 

could not have gathered from reality and gives this information in the context of where it is 

needed. In my previous work (Danielsson 2014) I looked at how Augmented Reality can be 

used to help guide a user in an assembly-task. While this work showed that Augmented 

Reality can be viable in assembly-guidance in regards to quality, the system was not 

dynamic, slow to use and the assembly steps didn’t require tools. If a user made errors, there 

was no feedback of this other than lack of progression in instructions and the instructions 

where fixed to a green highlight of the current puzzle-piece together with an arrow for 

orientation. It would be of interest to see if feedback more customized could make the 

instructions easier to follow. As I don’t have the needed knowledge regarding human 

computer interaction, this was solved through the design of an adaptive system where the 

rules for what to show the user and under what circumstances can be designed by someone 

with this expert knowledge without needing the skill to program the Augmented Reality 

system. 

Dynamic use of Augmented Reality is a rapidly expanding research area. Augmented Reality 

has been tested and used in many practical implementations but the user-interfaces has been 

relatively static compared to the user. By adapting information according to the current 

situation and more specifically according to the needs of the current user, giving it in a more 

direct connection to where it’s needed there is a clear possibility to create better instruction-

tools, thereby making more complex assembly and/or shorter training-periods possible. 

This thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 gives a background to the 

research project Young Operator 2020 that this thesis is a part of as well as a basic 

theoretical introduction to key concepts. Chapter 3 describes and defines the specific 

problem this thesis seeks an answer for as well as explaining methods limitations and 

research ethical aspects. Chapter 4 outlines earlier research regarding similar technologies 

with a focus on contemporary ones within Adaptable Augmented Reality. Chapter 5 explains 

specific implementation, used technologies and how data was collected for test-construction 

as well as how data was collected from the actual tests. Chapter 6 presents the results from 

the tests, known error-sources and the conclusions that are drawn from the tests. Chapter 7 

summarizes the thesis and the conclusions that has been drawn and outlines possible future 

work. The appendixes display used data for the adaptability as well as the modified SUS-

questionnaire used for usability-data. 
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2 Background 

This work is part of the research project Young Operator 2020. The goal of this project is to 

enhance the industrial shop-floor by giving the operators better tools with which to meet the 

industry’s demands of continuous improvement and new demands from the surrounding 

world. The main focus lies on IT-based improvements to support industrial operators in 

making the right decisions and working optimally. The hope is that, apart from efficiency 

improvements, a more IT-advanced working environment also can attract young and well-

educated personnel. 

The focus in this work is in technical development and evaluation of a system that can adapt 

depending on knowledge about users and their actions or inactions. To emphasize, the focus 

is that the system can adapt, how it will adapt is dependent on the specific data given to the 

system, an aspect that was not fully investigated due to time-constraints. This work was done 

with some collaboration with another student’s work. This student is Hampus Albihn, a 

bachelor student in Consciousness Studies – Neuropsychology and Philosophy. His work 

focuses on design of instructions from a HCI-perspective. For this reason, some research, 

testing and development have been done in collaboration between the two of us. When this is 

the case it’s noted by referring to the work as done by ‘us’ (plural) rather than ‘me’ (singular). 

2.1 Expert Systems 

According to Feigenbaum (1981), an expert system can be defined as: 

An ‘expert system’ is an intelligent computer program that uses knowledge 

and inference procedures to solve problems that are difficult enough to 

require significant human expertise for their solution. The knowledge 

necessary to perform at such a level, plus the inference procedures used, can 

be thought of as a model of the expertise of the best practitioners in that field. 

Feigenbaum, 1981, p. 1  

Feigenbaum, E was part of the research group that created the expert system Dendral which, 

according to Lindsay et. al. (1993) was one the first expert systems. Feigenbaum is also 

known as the father of expert systems (Edward Feigenbaum 2012). Although much has 

happened within the field of expert systems, this definition of what the term means is still 

viable. A more contemporary definition from Patel, Virparia & Patel (2012) still in large 

conforms to that of Feigenbaum (1981): 

An expert system can be defined as a set of programs that use the human 

expertise as knowledge which is stored in an encoded form and may 

manipulate it to solve problems in a specialized domain. An expert system’s 

knowledge must be coded and stored in the form which the system can use in 

its reasoning processes performed by the inference engine. 

Patel, Virparia & Patel, 2012, p. 11 
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The value of expert systems lies in that experts are a scarce resource and their time is 

valuable. If an expert system can take over some of the work of an expert that frees up 

critical time for the expert to do other important things. It also makes experts knowledge 

more readily available, an expert system can be set to do repetitive tasks that require the 

expert’s knowledge but where an actual expert would have been too expensive. 

2.2 Augmented Reality 

The term augmented reality, often shortened to AR, was first used by Caudel & Mizell (1992) 

where they used it to refer to their technology, a heads-up, see-through display combined 

with head position sensing and workplace registration systems. “This technology is used to 

“augment” the visual field of the user with information necessary in the performance of the 

current task, and therefore we refer to the technology as “augmented reality” (AR).” 

(Caudel & Mizell, 1992, p.660) 

Azuma (1997) defines AR as a system that has three characteristics: that they combine real 

and virtual objects, that this is interactive in real time and that the combination is registered 

in 3-D. This definition does not limit AR to specific technologies. In a follow up survey the 

definition is further widened to include more senses than the visual: “AR can potentially 

apply to all senses, including hearing, touch and smell.”  (Azuma et.al., 2001, p.34) A 

similar definition is also found in more contemporary sources such as Kipper & Rampolla 

(2012). 

Augmented Reality (AR) is a variation of a Virtual Environment (VE), or 

Virtual Reality (VR) as it is more commonly called. Virtual Reality 

technologies completely immerse a user inside a synthetic environment and 

while immersed, the user cannot see the real world around him. In contrast, 

Augmented Reality is taking digital or computer generated information, 

whether it be images, audio, video and touch or haptic sensations and 

overlaying them over in a real-time environment. 

Kipper & Rampolla, 2012, p. 1 

In this work the focus lies on visual AR and all future references to AR in this work will mean 

visual AR if not otherwise specified. AR is generally implemented through some form of 

anchor in the real world for the AR-system to navigate. The most common form is with 

specific pattern-images. By connecting the virtual material with pattern-images, the AR-

system can then apply correct orientation of the virtual material to be placed in the right 

correlation with the real world. If two pattern-images are used in this way, the two 

corresponding virtual materials will then also have relative positions to each other as well as 

reality. Through this, interactivity can be achieved by tracking the distance between the 

virtual objects and since they are depending on the positions of real objects, this can track 

distance between real objects. 

With its possibility of merging digital information with reality, AR has a great potential in 

the areas of learning and instructing users. In the field of maintenance, Henderson & Feiner 

(2009) found an improvement in how fast mechanics could locate tasks with the help of AR 
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compared to previously used technology. According to Lee (2012) there where only relatively 

few studies on adaptation and usability of AR in industrial training at that time and none in 

the area of manufacturing although he points out that many professionals and researchers 

sees it as a future possibility.  
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3 Problem formulation 

The amount and type of information that is needed to perform a task can vary depending on 

individual experiences and preferences. By making instructions virtual with the help of AR it 

is possible to customize what instructions to show depending on individual needs. Can this 

help increase efficiency? The question I have searched an answer for is: 

Can AR-based instructions, customized through a monitoring adaptive system, help 

inexperienced assembly workers performing controls increase their efficiency? 

AR-based instructions is defined here so that the instructions the user sees will primarily, 

but not exclusively, be AR instructions. The monitoring expert system will monitor user 

progress by storing and evaluating meta-data about the user’s work and use this to 

determine what to render (and what not to render) for the user. Inexperienced assembly 

workers are defined as persons very new to the work, within the first weeks of working in the 

industry. 

This research area is of great value for the society due to the central role of industrial 

production and continually increasing demands from the public to have more complex 

products for lower prices. It’s also of great value for the research field since there has been 

little exploration of AR combined with the modularity of Expert systems within industrial 

assembly specifically. 

The motivation for restricting this work to young and inexperienced assembly-workers is the 

focus on the research project. Young Operator 2020 has the goal to find new ways to appeal 

to and motivate young people to work in the industry. Due to their youth they will be 

inexperienced and therefore it’s important to find ways to support them at the early stage. 

AR-based instructions can also be of use to experienced workers as well but will probably be 

so in other ways so it’s primarily a question of scope. 

3.1 Method description 

The following five sub-chapters describes how the sought question has been tested and 

verified. 

3.1.1 Test overview 

Since the ultimate goal of this research is to help increase efficiency in industrial work, a 

simulated work-station was developed. Two sets of instructions were used; one based on an 

AR system and one based on paper-instructions. The latter was based upon the format 

currently used by Volvo GTO and acted as a control for the experiment. Volvo GTO also 

provided an engine-block that was used to simulate work-steps. Work-steps and tools used 

in the experiment were based upon actual work-steps and tools used in production today but 

was modified to fit into the limitations of the experimental equipment and to not reveal 

company secrets. Work-steps consist solely of measurement steps. The reason for this was 

that the station the experiment is based upon is a quality control station that only does 

measuring. A contributing factor was also because physical assembly would require tracking 
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of the different pieces and it would make the AR-implementation much more complex so it 

was also a practical limitation. 

3.1.2 Test environment 

The test-equipment developed was not mature enough at this stage for an industrial field-

test. Therefore the test environment needed to be a fabricated one. Two alternatives where 

considered, a neutral and a simulated environment. The neutral would mean to remove 

external stimuli to allow a focus on the task at hand. The simulated would, in contrast, mean 

to add external stimuli to allow disturbance of the focus for the tester on the task at hand in a 

similar way to the real situation of working at a factory floor. The chosen version was the 

neutral one, the only real simulation we could implement would have been industrial 

background noise. Since the testers were not all experienced with the environment and none 

of them experienced with the specific interfaces used we deemed that it would detriment to 

much from the given task. Also, it would not contribute enough to create a good industrial 

simulation with the limited knowledge and simulation-possibilities that we had available. 

3.1.3 Testers 

Testers consisted of voluntary students and staff from campus. This was primarily a matter 

of availability; inexperienced assembly-workers active now in the industry would be valuable 

to test due to the focus of the research project that this is a context of, but were not readily 

available in the extent needed to have a stable test-population. This meant that the test-

population was not generally used to industrial tasks and instruction-formats. The test-

group is still valuable however since the focus lies on inexperienced assembly-workers. 

According to Johansson1, Education and training for assembly-workers varies. Within Volvo 

GTO, completely new assembly-workers have a two-day basic theoretic and practical 

education, complemented by a process-dependent education. This education time can vary 

between a week and up to three months. 

The basic education before moving on to production-specific training is only two days and 

the education after this point is focused towards production at the specific station. It is in 

this early stage of training that the system would be of the biggest use. For this reason, 

students were deemed a sufficient replacement in this early study. 

One aspect of the research-project also is to reach groups of potential workers that for some 

reasons don’t choose industrial work today. By testing the system on people with little to no 

industrial experience this will help towards the understanding of how to teach completely 

new workers how to perform their tasks. 

3.1.4 Evaluation 

Assertion whether there is an increased efficiency will be controlled through measuring time 

taken and errors made in the different experimental groups. The form of industrial task that 

is to be simulated is clearly defined in both tasks to perform and when the task is started and 

when it’s finished which will make measuring progress simple. To ensure consistency in 

                                                        
1 Roger Johansson Volvo Powertrain Production, Skövde. HR Department, 2015-04-08 
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tester-evaluation of progress the experiments was video-recorded. Research ethical 

considerations regarding video-recording is presented in chapter 3.1.5. 

The systems usability and understandability however is more subjective and dependent on 

the tester’s experience in using the system. To evaluate user experience the testers will be 

queried with a questionnaire and given the chance to provide feedback on their experience in 

using the system. 

3.1.5 Research ethic aspects 

From an ethical perspective, the experiments performed in this work are similar to the ones 

in my previous work (Danielsson, 2014) and two of the ethical aspects regarded there are 

relevant here as well. These aspects are user tests and video recording. These aspects where 

based on guidelines from Vetenskapsrådet (2002). Regarding user testing it was important 

that it was made clear to the testers that their participation was completely voluntary and 

that they could abort the experiment at any time during the experiment without the need to 

motivate themselves. They were also given the opportunity to hear the results afterwards. 

The aspect of integrity was very important due to the video-recording. When video-recording 

a person there is a risk to the person’s integrity and this risk is even greater when the 

purpose of the video-recording is to analyze and measure the behavior of the person, even 

when the focus of the evaluation is on a system rather than the person itself. For this reason 

it was important to have the person’s explicit consent to video-record as well as to handle the 

recordings with discretion. 

As I brought up in my previous work (Danielsson, 2014) it’s important to be aware that the 

manufacturing industry is a working environment with a lot of competition and many jobs 

has been removed through rationalization. A possible concern for industrial workers could 

be that the recordings could be used by supervisors to affect their judgement of the workers 

performance both as a group and on an individual level. When video-recording within the 

context of workers in their working environment it was therefore very important who would 

have access to the recording and for what purposes as well as how and how long the 

recordings were saved. All recordings of both workers and testers will be destroyed once this 

thesis is finalized. 
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4 Related research 

AR can be used to render important information to the user, but what is important 

information? What virtual content will help users to solve their tasks and what will not help, 

or even detriment? Designing interfaces that effectively help users is a skilled task. If an 

expert system with the knowledge of human cognition is used to direct what an AR-system 

should render for a user this has the potential to more effectively guide a user to make the 

correct decisions. Feiner et.al. (1993) used a knowledge-based graphics component called 

IBIS for deciding what graphics to render in the form of AR depending on input from user 

activity. Jo et.al. (2014) also used a knowledge-based system to guide AR-renderings. In both 

cases, the knowledge-based AR-systems where tested in maintenance tasks. 

The combination of AR and knowledge bases to adapt AR has also been researched in the 

cultural field within museum and cultural heritage environments. Damala et.al. (2012) 

believes that what they call A2R, standing for Adaptive Augmented Reality, will be the next 

step in development of AR systems. In their system they gather different forms of data, for 

instance biosignals like heartrate and tracking visual gaze, to help determine the focus of 

interest of the user. From this data the system determines the level of interest for the user 

and can then from a database of museum objects determine what would interest the user. Xu 

et.al. (2012) also used A2R in the cultural heritage domain. Their focus was on using 

metadata connected to the artwork in a museum to guide a visitor based on their eye-focus. 

When a visitor shifts his/her focus between two objects for a certain time-

period, we can say he/she is interested in the similarity of the objects. One 

possible way of “calculating” similarity is to consider semantics of the topics 

that are behind the artworks. The topics of artworks are defined through 

metadata. 

Xu et.al. (2012), p.144 

Both of these types of A2R could be of potential value in guiding assembly-workers. A key 

difference in museum and manufacturing guidance is of course the level of freedom, a 

museum visitor is naturally more free to create their own experience. Even so, biosignals 

could be used in a similar fashion to detect disinterest in an assembly worker which could 

mean a higher risk of errors. Biosignals might also be used to looks for signs of stress and 

similar risks for the worker that could give benefits to health and make production more 

effective by adapting to workers capabilities. This is confirmed by Doswell & Skinner (2014), 

whom concludes that: 

The field of Augmented Cognition (AugCog) has demonstrated the technical 

feasibility of utilizing psychophysiological measures to support real-time 

cognitive state assessment and HCI reconfiguration to mitigate cognitive 

bottlenecks within a wide variety of operational environments. 

Doswell & Skinner (2014), p. 111 
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If metadata is used to categorize different assembly-parts this can potentially be used in 

general optimizing of instructions. An example could be that if workers spend more time 

looking at a particular type of instructions and/or a particular type of assembly-parts this 

could indicate a need to clarify those types of instructions. Stricker & Bleser (2012) 

concludes that higher-level information is required for adaptive AR user interfaces.  
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5 Implementation 

5.1 Software 

The following three sub-chapters describes software and development environments used in 

implementing the test-prototype. 

5.1.1 Development environment, Unity3d 

Based on previous experience, Unity3d has been a versatile cross-platform environment to 

develop in. Unity3d is primarily developed as a game engine but has found usage in other 

areas as well, including industrial applications. One limitation with Unity3d is that in game-

development the focus is user experience rather than accuracy which means that for some 

industrial applications Unity3d simply isn’t accurate enough. This was not considered as a 

problem in the context of this work since it’s a simulation of industrial work and the focus 

was on educational visualization rather than measurement. The used version number of 

Unity3d was 5.0.0f4. 

5.1.2 AR-library, Vuforia 

The company Qualcomm has developed an AR-library with support for Unity3d, called 

Vuforia. Vuforia has good compatibility with Unity3d and a good ability to handle tracking 

image targets even at some distance; with a Logitech HD C310 Webcamera, an image target 

of roughly the size 9x13 cm could be seen at a distance of around 1 meter. It is also 

compatible with building to the Android platform. In the developed prototype, Vuforia was 

used in connection to the BluePrint and BuildStep classes (both explained in 5.1.3) to render 

AR-graphics. In BluePrint, Vuforia is used to render positioning in relation to the physical 

position for the final result and in BuildStep it’s used to render positioning in relation to 

where a physical piece to be assembled is. In the case of this prototype there was no 

assembly and thus buildsteps were simply used to keep track of the different measurement-

steps. The used version number of Vuforia was 4.0.103. 

5.1.3 Rule System 

I developed a simple Rule System to be able to monitor testers’ progress and make 

corresponding adjustments to AR displayed to the user. The format of the rules used in the 

system was based upon that of the system OpenRules. This gives the advantage that a 

developer with focus on user behavior can develop and test rules separately within the 

OpenRules system. When the rules are developed they will be saved into separate comma-

separated value (csv) files and added to the Unity3d project or to the folder of the installed 

prototype. Then the system will parse the rules to determine how the system should interact 

with user interaction. The used version number of OpenRules was 6.3.2. 

The system itself is called ARES (Augmented Reality Expert System). An overview of the 

system can be seen in figure 1. An important note is that the name is misrepresentative of the 

status of the current system; there is functionality to parse externally provided rules but 

there is no real knowledge-base or tree-structure to sort and prioritize the provided rules at 

this stage. The name has been kept since this is the goal in future development. To keep track 

of the different tasks that an operator need to do and in which order, a BluePrint class exists. 
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Each BluePrint instance has a set of BuildStep-objects, one for each actual build step. The 

BluePrint class also keeps track on the order in which the build steps need to be done and 

thereby which step is currently active as well as monitoring user progress. The BuildStep 

class keeps track of the build step’s physical position through the Vuforia library. Each 

BuildStep also has a set of helper functions that are used for rendering different sets of user 

feedback. Which feedback to be rendered is decided by the ExpertSystem class by 

interpreting the rules read in at the start of the run and sent to the build step through the 

BluePrint class. 

Rules are stored as csv-files and these files are read and parsed to a multidimensional string-

array. This array is sent as in-data to the RuleParser class that splits the data into conditions 

and conclusions. Conditions are sets of logical rules connected to specific variables that need 

to be fulfilled to trigger different conclusions. Conclusions are sets of variables and values 

that they are to be given when they are found to be true. 

An example can be seen in figure 2. The second row in the table defines if a column is a 

condition or a conclusion. There can be an arbitrary amount of conditions and conclusions to 

each rule; the only restriction is that all conditions needs to be defined to the left of all 

conclusions. The third row defines variable-names. The names are looked up at initialization 

by the ExpertSystem class and connected to variables in the system. Each row below this is a 

set of conditions that need to be fulfilled for corresponding conclusions to be true. For 

instance, the second rule-row tells us that if the variable Time, which keeps track of the time 

the user has taken for the current step, is 5 seconds or more and if the currently checked 

build-step is active, then the build-steps Helper should render FIRST_OBJECT_RENDER. 

 

Figure 1 Class overview of the ARES system. 
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DecisionTable DefineTimePassage 

Condition Condition Conclusion 

Internal Time 
StepStatus 

Active 

Helper 

FIRST_OBJECT_RENDER 

< 5 Is TRUE Is FALSE 

>= 5 Is TRUE Is TRUE 

    Is FALSE Is FALSE 

Tabel 1 Rule-example. This rule is interpreted as active buildsteps taking 5 or more seconds 

should render their first level objects. 

5.2 Test-environment and hardware 

The testers interacted with the software through an Android surf tab, mounted on a stand to 

free both of the tester’s hands. The stand had to be placed to allow for a good view of the 

work environment without being in the way when performing the tasks. An engine-block was 

used as the work-area on which to perform measurements. The tools used to perform the 

measurements were electronic calipers and measure-distances. 

 

Figure 2 The testing-environment. Left: Observers sat at the chairs in the 
foreground and testers stood at the engine. Right: A music stand was used to 

fixture the surf tab. The music stand and surf tab were removed for the control 
group. The control group used the stationary computer in the right of the 

picture for navigation. Both groups used the tools seen to the far right. 
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5.3 Data collection 

The following two sub-chapters explains how data was collected both for design and from the 

actual test. 

5.3.1 Before test 

To have a base from which to develop a test, we went to the production-line at Volvo GTO 

and video-recorded workers performing their ordinary work. Before being allowed access to 

record we had to state what would be recorded and how, who would use the material and the 

goal. This fitted well into the research ethical considerations discussed in chapter 3.1.5. and 

we reassured that the material would only be available to us and only during the time our 

work was being performed and that after the project’s end we would remove the recordings. 

Two workers were recorded, one that was being trained at the workstation in question and 

one that was doing the training. Both workers performed a full work cycle at the station, the 

experienced one going first. 

The recordings gave us a base to compare our simulation to as well as a comparison between 

an experienced and a novice worker at the station. My colleague mr. Albihn could then 

analyze the data to find patterns in how the workers interacted to find important differences 

between the two workers. Based on this he created a set of 14 measurement-instructions 

using a total of 3 different tools. 

5.3.2 During test 

A camera was set up to give an overview of the tester’s work. Due to incorrect recording 

software there was no sound-recording on 6 of the recordings. One from the control-group 

was soundless, 4 from the AR-group 1 and 1 from the second run of the AR-group. The 

missing sound from AR-2 didn’t have sound in its corresponding AR-1 either. This affected 

qualitative data-analysis negatively but didn’t have any real effect on quantitative since it 

was possible to observe when a tester started and finished assignments. After the measuring 

assignments where finished, the testers where given a questionnaire to answer and 

afterwards they were debriefed. The questionnaire used was SUS, developed by Digital 

Equipment Co Ltd. (Brooke, 1996). An addition was made to the questionnaire; we added a 

last question, an overall rating of user-friendliness. Due to a miss in communication 

however, this addition was not available to the first 3 AR-testers and as such is not used in 

the analysis. 
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6 Evaluation 

The layout of this chapter is to present the research. This is followed by analysis of the 

different aspects time, usability and quality. Error-sources are discussed after this and 

finally, partial conclusions are presented. Summarizing conclusions are drawn in chapter 7. 

6.1 Presentation of research 

The quantitative data collected was a Likert-based questionnaire and time-measurements for 

the different parts of the test, obtained through analyzing the recordings of the testers. The 

qualitative data collected was think-aloud during the test performance and free-form 

interviews after the test where testers were encouraged to ventilate their opinions of the 

system. Once the discussion of the tested system was concluded they were shown the other 

system and encouraged to comment on differences. 

6.2 Analysis 

The following three sub-chapters analyses the data from three different perspectives, namely 

time, usability and quality. Time refers to the time taken, usability to the subjective usability-

score given by the testers and quality refers to a more qualitative analysis of the user’s 

feedback regarding the systems. 

6.2.1 Time analysis 

As can be seen in figure 3, the two groups show a clear similarity in time taken to perform 

the test at the different steps with step 10 being the major difference. The pattern shown is 

one point with a bit higher value followed by two points of successfully lower values, only 

broken twice, by the control group. This is expected since the steps followed the pattern of 

repetition of the same assignment in groups of 3 (the exception being step 13 and 14, 

grouped as 2). Step 14 had problems in the AR implementation. For most testers the arrow 

was not visible due to an implementation error, the tool-picture was rendered in front of the 

arrow and they could therefore not finish this step. The step can be seen in figure 8. So data 

from AR step 14 is unreliable but is shown in the graph for completion. A large source of 

error is the differing amount of knowledge in how to properly use a caliper among the 

testers. The caliper-measurements to be controlled were 6 hole-diameters (steps 4 to 9) and 

3 depth-measures (step 10-12). 
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Figure 3 Average times for the two test groups. Note that AR-step 14 is crossed 
out due to a software-error. Apart from step 10, the graphs follow each other 

closely. 

6.2.2 Usability analysis 

There was a clear difference in perceived usability among the testers. The AR-group had an 

average usability-score of about 74.69 and the control-group had an average usability-score 

of 52.19. Figure 4 shows that the two sets of score mostly follows a similar trend line but with 

an offset. When these scores are differentiated by gender and experience as seen in figure 5 it 

shows that gender-based differences are small. The female to male ratios in the groups where 

3 to 5  in AR and 4 to 4 in control and the experienced too inexperienced ratios in the groups 

where 3 to 5 in AR and 6 to 2 in control. 

 

Figure 4 The SUS-scores of the testers, sorted from lowest to highest score with 
trend line. 
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Figure 5 Average SUS-value differentiated by gender and experience. 

6.2.3 Qualitative analysis 

Amount of comments from testers varied a bit but gave insight to the user-perspective. It 

was perceived as unclear what was supposed to be measured at many steps in the AR-

system. The indicators used were green arrows to show what engine-part was supposed to be 

measured but this was hard to interpret. For instance the outer diameter was indicated as 

per figure 7. An improvement-suggestion given by two independent testers was to replace 

the arrow with some form of visual feedback showing more clearly how to measure, for 

instance a line showing start- and endpoint of measuring. The AR-anchor-picture was a 

picture of charcoal and was taped to a piece of cardboard placed in front of the engine. This 

was instable; the cardboard did move around some between experiments, making the AR-

feedback differ from the ideal position. This was commented on by many testers both after 

the test and during the test. An example is seen in figure 6 where the green arrow doesn’t 

clearly point to the third small hole from the left. Some testers asked about this and when 

they did we confirmed that it should point to the third hole. This meant intervention from 

our part but we found it motivated since it was due to an implementation-error rather than a 

user-error, the two previous steps where identical in instructions apart from the large arrow-

offset and all testers hade finished those steps to get to this one. 

During the test, some testers commented on the tool-feedback that they didn’t notice it first 

or that they didn’t understand why the tool-feedback disappeared. A possible explanation to 

testers not seeing the first tool-feedback could be low contrast, the wood-tool has very little 

difference in contrast between itself and the white background in relation to the other two 

tools that has black details. In general no tester seemed to notice any form of system 

adaptation and no tester mentioned this afterwards. Testers were in general positive to the 

idea when brought up in the after-discussions though. 
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Figure 6 Screen-shot of step 3 with full feedback to user. Translation of the test-
instruction: “Measure hole with distance. Thin side should enter, thick should 
not.” Button in lower left corner was pressed on completion and translates to: 
“Done with step”. Also note the large offset of the green arrow from the small 

hole it should point to. 

 

Figure 7 Screen-shot of step 5 with full feedback to user. Translation of the text-
instruction: “Measure outer diameter with caliper. Should be 147 mm +/- 0.5 

mm”. Button in lower left corner was pressed on completion and translates to: 
“Done with step” 
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Figure 8 Screen-shot of step 14 with full feedback to user. Here all information is 
seen but in some test-cases the camera was placed in such an angle that the 

tool-picture in the lower-right corner obfuscated the green arrow. This was due 
to the tool-picture being in screen-space and the arrow in 3D-space. 

6.3  Error-sources 

Some known sources of error bring uncertainty to this study and will be discussed here. One 

aspect is that of ergonomics. We did not measure the tester’s height but from studying the 

video it is clear that it differs to a degree that it matters. Some shorter testers seemed to have 

trouble reaching the holes they should measure comfortably while some taller testers had to 

bend down to a degree that it might have been uncomfortable. This was also commented on 

by one participant that would have liked us to adjust the station to the right height before 

commencing.  

6.3.1 Tool inexperience 

Tester’s knowledge of how to use the tools in question varied to an unpredicted amount, 

especially the digital caliper seemed hard to use. There are three ways to measure with the 

sort of caliper used in the experiment and two was supposed to be used. For step 4-9 one 

should use the inside small jaws and for step 10-12 the depth probe should be used. In the 

AR-group, 6 out of 8 used the outer jaws for step 4-6. One of the other 2 first used the outer 

but quickly changed to correct usage. In the control-group the corresponding numbers were 

4 out of 8. One of these 4 did right first but changed to incorrect use. For step 7-9, in the AR-

group 3 out of 8 used the outer jaws plus one that did it first but quickly changed to correct 

use; In the control-group the numbers where 3 of 8 that used the outer jaws. Especially for 

step 7-9, usage of the outer jaws meant great measure-hindrance. Incorrect usage also meant 

that it was very hard to get the correct measure. Some testers took a long time to make sure 

they got the correct measurement while others were done more quickly and inexperience 

with the tool have added some time-variation not directly connected with the tested 

instructions. These errors were present in both groups however and the steps most sensitive 
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to this error (steps 7-9) had the same amount of errors. To summarize, incorrect usage of the 

tools lead to noise in the time-data but affected both groups in roughly the same extent. 

6.3.2 Missed steps 

Step 14 is discounted in the summarization given in figure 9 since an implementation-error 

led to most AR-users not being given enough information. The error was that the tool-

picture is rendered in screen-space and the surf tab was placed at such an angle that the 

orientation-arrow was rendered behind this picture and thus not visible to the testers. In the 

AR-group there was a total of 2 steps missed, both made by the same tester. Steps 2 and 5 

where not performed. The tester, in both cases, looked at the screen for a few seconds and 

then pressed the progress-button prematurely. Exact reasons are unknown but it could be 

because of unclear feedback that the button was pressed. 

 

 

Figure 9 Error-overview for testers. Each cell contains time taken for each step 
and a red cell with an x means the step was missed. 

In the control-group there was a total of 22 steps missed, made by 6 of 8 testers. In regards 

to time-aspect this makes the control-group unnaturally faster since they skipped more 

steps. It also makes the sampling in figure 3 more uncertain due to lower sampler-rate at 

corresponding steps were testers skipped performing them, steps 11-12 only has 3 samples in 

the control-group. While this indicates that the AR instructions are clearer in regards to what 

step to perform it brings uncertainty to a strict time-comparison between the two 

instruction-sets. 

6.4 Conclusions 

The following three sub-chapters give conclusions drawn from the different aspects 

measured. 
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6.4.1 Time conclusions 

As discussed in chapter 6.3 there are some factors that makes the time-data less precise. 

Lacking previous knowledge made measuring with the digital caliper delayed and missed 

steps in primarily the control-group gave less data on which to calculate means and therefore 

the total time is not entirely comparable. 

Despite this there are some conclusions that can be made. Since the only thing that differed 

between the two groups was the forms of the instructions, the noise in the data can be 

assumed to be comparable. Given this assumption it can be seen in figure 4 that the two 

groups have very similar data with comparable trends. There can be no good conclusions 

regarding total time since so many steps was missed in the control-group but apart from step 

10 there is little difference in average times. Both groups follow the trend of a higher mean-

time for the first step containing a new instruction followed by progressively smaller times. 

This data indicates that the AR-system doesn’t slow down a user in comparison with the 

present system. In my previous work (Danielsson 2014) there was a clear difference in time 

between the developed AR-system and the control-system, the control-system was about six 

times faster. It was speculated that this was due to the task being too simple in combination 

with the prototype being too sensitive and that a more complex task were the user more 

clearly needed instructions would work in favor of the AR-system. These results seem to 

confirm this although further studies would be needed to assert it due to previously 

mentioned error-factors. 

6.4.2 Usability conclusions 

Just looking at the differences between the two groups, AR and the control, there is a clear 

preference for the AR-system. Experienced users gave a higher rating in general but gender-

differences are small and not consistent between the two systems. It is important to 

underline the low sample-rate though; there were only a total of 16 testers. Looking on the 

subdivisions of the groups there were even smaller groups. An interesting point though is 

that the control-group had a larger part experienced users but still got a lower score. 

Although larger studies need to be conducted to verify, this pilot-test indicates that an AR-

system could have a clear advantage to current methods in regards to usability. One possible 

partial explanation to the high score could be the feeling of novelty. Although the field of AR 

has been around for a long time as a research-field it is still widely unknown among the 

general population so this system could get a higher score in part because it’s a very new 

experience for the testers. Even so it’s unlikely that this can explain all of the difference; the 

AR-system got roughly a 40% higher usability-score. 

6.4.3 Qualitative conclusions 

The user feedback showed that there are many areas of improvement both in precision and 

design. Testers could finish their tasks but was slowed down by imprecise arrows and an 

unintuitive design. Despite this critique the testers gave both a high usability-score and kept 

up in regards to time with the control group as discussed in chapter 6.4.1. 
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7 Conclusions 

7.1 Summary 

This thesis has tried to answer the following question: Can AR-based instructions, 

customized through a monitoring adaptive system, help inexperienced assembly workers 

performing controls increase their efficiency? 

An AR-system with the capability to read in externally provided rules has been developed in 

order to answer this question. It has been tested in comparison to a set of instructions 

imitating the format of how instructions are given in production at Volvo GTO. The test 

showed very small time-differences but higher consistency in performing the right steps in 

the AR-group. The AR-group also gave a significantly higher usability-score rating. So the 

performed tests showed no real time-difference compared to present but a clear increase in 

accuracy. The customization-part did not seem to consciously have any effect on the testers 

however which is probably explained by the lacking granularity of this customization. The 

developed prototype differs from other mentioned systems in chapter 4 primarily in extent. 

There is not usage of biosignals or of metadata. In the current form the different steps are 

compartmentalized. 

7.2 Discussion 

The following three sub-chapters discuss different implications of the shown results. 

7.2.1 Usability 

In the performed surveys the AR-system has a clear advantage regarding subjective usability. 

Even at practical usability the testers performed at similar speed and even less errors than 

the control group, giving it an advantage to current usage. As can clearly be seen in figure 7 

there was a discrepancy between the AR navigation-arrows and what they were supposed to 

point at. This makes it highly probable that the system can be even further streamlined in 

regards to both subjective usability as well as efficiency. 

7.2.2 Integrity 

The system modifies what is rendered for the operator depending on what the system 

calculates that the user needs to see. Depending on granularity of the data the system 

extracts from the operator, the system could learn much about the operator, especially if it 

can store data connected to individual operators. Here lies a great risk of breaching the 

integrity of the operator since the system will constantly monitor the operator’s work. To 

safeguard the operator’s integrity there needs to be a great awareness of what data is logged 

about the operator and for what purpose. Even so, data can often be used for other intents 

than the original. Therefore it’s also important to view the collected data from the 

perspective of how it can be misused. Policies regarding what data can be collected, who will 

have access to it and for what purpose will need to be established. 
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7.2.3 Safety 

One of the great strengths of digital information is its ease of spreading, but this is also a 

great weakness from a safety-perspective. Widespread implementation of a system that has 

access to work instructions and operator-progress will mean a great risk of sensitive and 

valuable information ending up in the wrong hands. To minimize damages there needs to be 

a safety-awareness. In the developed prototype the rules for what AR to show is stored as 

clear-text .csv-files. Ways to minimize (but not eliminate) risks are encrypting data-files, 

restricting interfaces and restricting file-access. 

7.3 Future work 

One important aspect that was very much missed in these tests where those of adaptability. 

This was mainly due to lack of time, developing the basic system took longer time than 

expected and left little time for developing more complex visualization-rules. Also, the rules 

available that regarded time were not noticed by most of the testers. When the system was 

explained afterwards and in some cases during the test they didn’t notice the first tool-

picture due to low contrast and in most cases they took longer time than the default time that 

was used as lowest skill-setting, which meant that they didn’t notice the progression of more 

and more feedback over time. Some future aspects that would have a value of being tested 

would be to first perform some preliminary tests to establish a time-baseline for how long 

each step should take and also adding user-profiles that would store user’s previous 

performance data and in connection to this to have more tests over a period of time to better 

measure the learning-progress. 

Smart tools that could communicate measure-data and confirm usage would give the user 

less disturbance from having to manually confirm every step as well as access to actual 

measurement-data for the system that could be stored and analyzed. With the basic interface 

from the current prototype much is already in place or relatively simple to add support for. It 

would also be of interest to do the experiment with active assembly-workers and in an 

industrial setting. 
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Appendix A -  Rules used 

 These are the rules that were used for the experiment. Each table was stored as a separate 

csv-file. This setup makes it possible to add an arbitrary number of csv-files to a folder in the 

installpath with an arbitrary number of conditions and conclusions each and the program 

will use these rules without a need to recompile. At this stage of development the system 

doesn’t have any conflict-handling regarding contradicting rules however. 
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Appendix B -  SUS-questionaire 
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Appendix C -  Modified part of control-group 

instructions 

The work-sheet at the work-station at Volvo GTO was 4 pages. Text-based instructions 

corresponding to the test-instructions where created to follow this format and is seen below. 

 

Further down in the same document, at page 3 of 4, a schematic picture of the enginge-block 

was shown with numbers corresponding to those seen in the text-instructions. The distance 

in the document between text-instructions and pictures are the same as it is currently in the 

real case. These instructions where simply written over original real instructions and kept to 

the same format. 

 


